
Critical illness coverage

Sydney’s young and doesn’t know 
she’s at risk. 30% of heart attacks 
occur in people ages 35 to 54 and nearly 
50% of Black women 20 and older have 
heart disease.1  

Because Sydney’s 
a woman, her heart 
attack symptoms might 
go beyond chest pain 
to include indigestion, 
back or jaw pain, or 
shortness of breath.

A heart attack could put Sydney in 
the hospital for 2 to 7 days. She might 
need to take time off work to recover.2

Sydney could face catastrophic 
costs. Even with health insurance, nearly  
half of  heart patients struggle to pay their 
medical bills.3

Critical illness insurance – which 
doesn’t have to cost your company a thing 
– can help Sydney stay financially stable 
during recovery and beyond. 

Young at heart doesn’t always  
mean a healthy heart
Meet Sydney. She’s a 37-year-old Black woman. That puts her in a high-risk group for having a heart attack,  
despite her age.1  

Protect your employees with Aflac critical illness coverage.  
Contact your Aflac benefits advisor to learn more today.
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In Oklahoma, Policies B71100OK & B7110HOK. This is a brief product overview only. Coverage may not be available in all states including but not limited to ID, NY, NJ & NM. Benefits/premium rates may vary based on 
plan selected. Optional riders may be available at an additional cost. The policy/rider has limitations and exclusions that may affect benefits payable. Refer to the specified policy/rider form(s) for complete details, benefits, 
limitations, and exclusions. For availability and costs, please contact your local Aflac agent.
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